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“‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your 
mind.’ This is the greatest and first commandment. And a second is like it: ‘You shall love your 
neighbor as yourself.’” 
 
Who here has broken the law?  
 
Don’t worry; I’m not looking for a show of hands, but if I was, I’d expect to see a lot of them, 
even if it’s just for something like breaking the speed limit, which is something I may or may not 
have done a time or two. 
 
Some laws, like speed limits, can feel easy to break because they seem like a small thing, and 
because—fortunately—we don’t often come face-to-face with the reason behind these laws. It 
can also be easy to break the law if you aren’t deeply familiar with it, or if the law is different 
from what you’re used to. When I first moved out of state, from Michigan to Indiana, I tried and 
failed to buy a bottle of wine while grocery shopping on a Sunday—alcohol sales were banned 
on Sundays in Indiana, but not in Michigan.  
 
Taking this a step further, I can’t help but think of lists of outdated laws still on the books—surely 
you’ve come across these. For instance, did you know that in Missouri you can't drive down the 
highway with an uncaged bear in your car; in Michigan a woman’s hair is owned by her 
husband, and she requires his permission to alter it; and in Salem, West Virginia, it's against the 
law to eat candy less than an hour and a half before a church service? Or something a bit closer 
to home: please note that in Florida it’s illegal to sing in a public place while attired in a bathing 
suit—I’m looking at you, choir members. 
 
These are silly examples, but I think they point out an attitude towards law that we often fall 
into—the idea that the purpose of the law is to restrict and limit us. This attitude is not entirely 
accurate when it comes to societal laws, which are designed to maintain order and protect 
rights, but it is even less accurate when it comes to God’s law. 
 
In today’s reading from Matthew, the Pharisees ask Jesus about God’s law, and in Jesus’ 
answer, we have the heart of the Gospel. 
 
The Pharisees were very good at following the law, which was no easy task. Jewish scholars 
count 613 commands in the law of Moses, and Pharisees followed not only these, but other 
laws added by rabbis over time. That’s a lot of rules to remember, and when I try to imagine 



working with all these commands, it sort of starts to feel like the law is a series of rules and 
regulations designed to trap people in disobedience, God’s nefarious “gotcha.” 
 
But the purpose of the law is not restriction, as Jesus makes clear. He uses passages from the 
law with which his audience would have been familiar and gives them an answer that points to 
life—an answer so important that it is repeated in three of the four Gospels.  
 
“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your 
mind,” Jesus says, quoting from the Shema, a passage we find in Deuteronomy that is central to 
Judaism. Then, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself,” a passage we find in Leviticus. 
These tenets, Jesus said, are the foundation of the law and prophets. Love of God and love of 
neighbor form the key to Scriptural interpretation and to living as followers of God. 
 
In these words of radical love, we have the essence of Jesus’ teaching, and in his life, death, 
and resurrection we have the manifestation of that love. The law as Jesus describes it is not a 
trap to catch us in sin, but an invitation to the freedom of profound love. 
 
Many churches are, today, celebrating “Reformation Sunday” in honor of Reformation Day this 
week, marking more than half a millennium since Martin Luther ignited the first sparks that 
would burst into the roaring fire of the Protestant Reformation.  
 
The Reformation didn’t come to England in quite the same powerful way as it swept mainland 
Europe, and as a result, centuries later, this day might have passed almost unnoticed in a 
church that prides itself on being a “middle way” that is both catholic and Protestant. 
 
I was brought up in a Reformed tradition, though, and I think the reformers have something to 
say to us today. One of Martin Luther’s best known works, his Treatise on Christian Liberty, 
contains what sounds like a contradiction: “A Christian is a perfectly free lord of all, subject to 
none,” and, “A Christian is a perfectly dutiful servant of all, subject to all.” 
 
And yet, Luther goes on to show how both are true. The idea he develops throughout this work 
is that as fully forgiven children of God, Christians no longer live as servants to the law. 
However, as recipients of God’s grace and salvation, Christians freely choose to serve God and 
neighbor. 
 
This sentiment dovetails with today’s Gospel lesson. God has given us everything; we do not 
need to follow a list of rules to earn God’s love or our salvation. But in our gratitude for this gift, 
we act out of our love for God and live as Jesus to our neighbor. 
 
In this way, we can see that the law is fulfilled in the person of Jesus, and is not a burden, but a 
gift to form disciples. To love God with our whole selves and to love the world as we love 
ourselves is to be formed more and more in God’s image, to come more and more into to God’s 
way of seeing the world. 
 



This intersection of the horizontal axis of loving and serving others and the vertical axis of loving 
and serving God is the place where we as Christians dwell. It is to this intersection that we will 
welcome our newest member [at the 10:30 service/in just a few moments]. When we remember 
our own baptismal covenant and the promises we made or that were made for us, we can see 
that same call: love God. Love others. 
 
That’s all well and good, but what does it mean? What does it look like to live every aspect of 
your life out of love for God, and to share that uncompromising, unconditional love with the 
world—not only with those people you like and admire and agree with, but those who annoy 
you, who have hurt you, who you think are beneath you or somehow less important? 
 
I don’t have an easy list of instructions—to love God and neighbor, do X, Y, and Z—because it 
looks different for different people, and because a list of rules, while providing a very convenient 
simplification, goes back to the old model of the law, when our model says simply to love as 
Jesus loves, thankful for the grace you’ve been given to do so. 
 
To love God and the world might look like doing your best to live into the fruits of the 
Spirit—love, joy, peace, patience—in your workplace, even when it wears at your nerves. It 
might look like bringing up your children to know they are loved, and in turn to love the world 
around them. It might look like campaigning for more just and loving policy, or it might look like 
engaging in conversation with someone whose views differ from yours. It might look like taking 
someone to buy a sandwich, or a cup of coffee, or a winter coat. 
 
To love God and the world might look like taking up a ministry that’s been on your heart, 
something you would like to see happening at St. Peter’s. It might look like joyful participation in 
the ministries you’re already part of—or it might look like stepping back from something for a 
season. It might look like a prayerful consideration of your annual pledge. 
 
To love God and the world might look like St. Maria Goretti, whom the family of our baptismal 
candidate chose as a baptismal saint—who was moved to forgive even in the face of 
undeserved pain and untimely death. 
 
Certainly to love God and the world looks like seeking those things that feed your soul, things 
that bring you peace, and things that push you to grow outside of your comfort zone, and then 
chasing after those things. 
 
Whatever loving God and the world looks like for you, whether it seems small and insignificant 
or overwhelming and terrifying, know that this way of living is the heart of the Gospel, the call of 
your baptism into the family of God, the foundation of the Kingdom work that is set before you to 
do; and that through the free and abidingly generous grace of God, you are well equipped to do 
it—and to change yourself and the world in the process. 
 
 


